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Video 278: “Riding the Avatar” and Nanotechnology  
(what is the connection?) 

by Wes Penre, October 23, 2021 
 

The video to this transcript can be found on my video channel: https://wespenrevideos.com    

___________________________________________________________________________________    

 

 

This is one of the subjects I receive a lot of questions on, so let’s see if we can put it in context 

with this relatively short video. 

In the Wes Penre Papers (WPP), I used the expression “riding the Avatar.” I suggested that the 

Archons and their cohorts (at that time called the Alien Invader Force/the AIF), sometime in the 

future will manipulate humans into entering the nano world through nanotechnology, and the 

so-called AIF will ride on us into Orion, having us humans act like their shields in a Galactic War, 

where the AIF will try to take control over the entire Universe. But how will they do this, and 

what does it mean for us humans? 

This is where the Singularity comes into the picture. 

As we know, everything is about nanotechnology these days; it’s added to everything. It’s in us 

humans, the food we eat, the air we breathe, and more and more in nature itself, as well. As Dr. 
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Ray Kurzweil, the big Singularity guru, says, “Eventually everything will be nanotechnology, every 

human, every tree, every animal, and every stone. We will live in a nano world where nothing 

ever dies. Death will be of the past.” (See my 2015 book, “Synthetic Superintelligence and the 

Transmutation of Humankind: A Roadmap to the Singularity and Beyond” available on 

Amazon.com). The goal is to terraform Earth from being biological to being synthetic, i.e., built 

completely with nanotechnology. In the WPP, I didn’t call it the Singularity but the “Machine 

Kingdom,” where humans become cyborgs; half human, as we know it, and half “machine,” i.e., 

comprising nanotechnology. Today, I would define cyborg as having all the cells in the body 

completely replaced with nanobots; and every organ will be synthetic, and thus, the body will 

become immortal, in our terms. However, we will most likely look the same, except, if we are to 

believe Dr. Kurzweil, they will reverse aging with nanotech, so everybody will look like they did 

in their prime, which is usually the late 20s or early 30s. From there, we will not age and have the 

stamina and vitality of a person in that age group. 

For atheists, this is “Heaven.” They can live forever, and they can’t wait to get there. And it might 

sound good to many other people, too, because most people are afraid to die; afraid of the 

“unknown.” Then, the EL-ite plan on giving us all a Universal Income, which will be applied 

worldwide after cryptocurrency has fully replaced the fiat system. This will take away lower class 

and upper class, and everybody will be on the same “level.” However, there is a catch. In order 

to keep your Universal Income, you need to conform to the rules and laws that will be 

implemented in conjunction with it. If you don’t, the income will cease. What these rules and 

laws will be remains to be seen but based on how the EL-ite has operated in the past, it’s not 

good news. I would highly suspect a vaccination “green card” is one of the requirements. Still, 

the majority of the population will probably be overenthusiastic about all of it, thinking this is a 

huge leap in the right direction. And thus, the Controllers have a conformed population. Like 

someone said, “We have always been controlled,” and this is true, so long as this Construct has 

been in place, but now it’s time for new rules and new laws, so they can move forward, and we 

get the illusion of moving forward, when in fact, we are falling deeper into darkness. 

The Internet is a data collector—our data. It is run by A.I., which is “intelligent” nanotechnology, 

and it collects our thoughts, our energies, our emotions, and our knowledge, fantasies, 

imagination, dreams, experiences, and all the rest connected to an individual. We are willingly 

giving this information away by using the Internet—particularly social media. The EL-ite is 

collecting a database for the future, i.e., the Singularity, and they call this database the “A.I. 

Cloud.” That will be the new Grid, if you will, where people’s minds (the mass consciousness) get 

completely connected to the digital world via nanotechnology.  

The next step is to have everybody work from home. I argue that this is the reason why they 

isolated people during the so-called epidemic. It was an experiment. How would people handle 

https://www.amazon.com/Synthetic-Super-Intelligence-Transmutation-Humankind/dp/B08W3K8RH5/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1634636170&sr=8-2
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it? It was a foreshadowing for what is to come. The plan is to have everybody working on the 

Internet. Eventually, there will be no stores to go shopping at, no banks (everything will be digital 

and run by “crypto banks” online), and no jobs outside home. This will be gradual, and our jobs 

will be taken over by A.I.; home delivery will be the new future, and A.I. robots will take care of 

that task. Some jobs will take longer to replace, but it’s coming, folks, it’s coming. 

With Universal Income, people will also earn crypto tokens for doing things on the Internet (this 

has already started to some degree), and humanity will be emerged into the digital world. For 

yet some time, we will use computers, but “thanks” to EL-ite minions like EL-on Musk, we now 

have satellites in the sky all over the world, and the goal is to transform our brains into global 

databases, where we automatically will have the Internet inside our heads and can at any time 

access any data and information, just like we do now on the Internet. The difference is, we need 

no computers in the near future. This is what Dr. Kurzweil means when he says each person will 

be one billion times more intelligent, and that we are now transmuting into a completely new 

species. He even says that when this is all implemented, we will be able to travel the Universe. 

What that means, whether Kurzweil is fully aware, I will come to in a minute. 

Once we are transmuted into cyborgs, we are ready to enter the nano world because we will be 

completely made up of nanotechnology. Instead of learning how to travel the Universe without 

technology, by using our soul fires, the EL-ite, and ultimately the Archons, will have us do it with 

technology, which they can control. When all this is accomplished, the Singularity can be said to 

have been fully implemented. 

For a while, people will like their new lives. They will “feel good,” having the sense of being 

immortal, and having access to whatever information is stored in the A.I. Cloud by just searching 

in their brains. Also, so long as they conform to the System, they will not starve. 

However, little do they know what is planned. In the Gnostic text, “On the Origin of the World,” 

there is a section called, “The Consummation of the Age.” Orion wants us to graduate from this 

construct-going-wrong, and Sophia-Christ wants to absorb this Construct by transforming 

darkness (ignorance) into Light (Knowledge). This is what the Consummation of the Age is about. 

The Archons and their crew know their time if almost up because they are of darkness, and they 

know they will be absorbed in the process, as discussed in the Gnostic texts and elsewhere on 

my blog. They are desperate to save their own lives, and as they see it, their only hope is to take 

over Orion, which is the loose term for our entire Universe—the “Egg” (see Video 276). The way 

to potentially do this is to take control over the nano world, where the soul also resides. As 

mentioned in the WPP, “Those in charge of the nano world are in charge of the Universe.” 

http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/origin-Barnstone.html
https://wespenrevideos.com/2021/10/09/video-276-the-shape-of-the-aeon-sophias-omniverse/
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It is my impression that the soul fire we currently possess is attached to the cells of our physical 

and metaphysical bodies. We have trillions of cells in the body, and we also have trillions of soul 

fires that make up the soul; there is a connection between the two. With nanotech, they are now 

replacing the biological cells with nanobots, which the soul will be attached to instead, in an 

“immortal” physical body.  

Now, the Archons can use our bodies (the soul fire attached to nanobots, making up an Avatar, 

which the Archons can control) and leave this Construct by “riding our Avatar.” Thus, they can 

start a war against Orion with us as their shields. If Orion wants to defend the nano universe 

against this force, they will also need to kill humans/human souls, i.e., the “shields.” And there is 

the big dilemma that we don’t know the solution to but is something Orion, I’m sure, is 

contemplating. The Archons probably count on that Orion will not terminate the human souls, or 

perhaps hesitate enough so the invader force can gain ground. We do not know the details of all 

that, of course, because we are stuck in this construct with limited knowledge and perceptions. 

So, this is what is being planned, according to the research and dot connection I have done so 

far. I see it as a hypothesis having turned into a theory by putting things together like a puzzle, 

and to me, it makes sense. There is always more to the picture, though, but this will do for now. 

Please consider signing up on Patreon. Without your support, it’s literally impossible to continue 

with these videos and articles. Patreon supporters are what makes this possible. So, if you like 

what you see and hear, please consider going to patreon.com/wespenre and sign up. The URL 

will also be listed in the last frame of this video. 

Here is a list of patrons who have agreed to being mentioned on my screen list—Tier 2 to Tier 4. 

Thank you for your dedicated contribution. 
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